
Welcome to the biggest trivia game at sea!

In this game, you will be racing to answer questions. 
The faster you buzz in the more points you get. 
To win, just be be at the top of the leaderboard when 
the game ends.

Answers will come one at a time.
YYou will see what everyone chooses.
So if you don’t know an answer, peeking is a strategy.

If you want to play. Buzz in now to activate your tile. 
Your tile is the color of your buzzer + the shape on the 
side.

Welcome to Crowd Trivia. 

INTRO

1. Verify Question Set 

2. Turn screen ON

INTRO the game and get the crowd excited.

Have everyone buzz in to check their buzzer

3. SHOW QUESTION
- Read Question to the crowd.
““We will show you answers one at a time. Buzz in when 
you see the correct answer.”
“The Faster you buzz in, the more points you can get”

4. SHOW ANSWER
- Players can buzz in to select that answer

5. CHECK ANSWER - Wrong selections will explode

 Go to step 4 and repeat until correct answers is given

6.6. After the Correct answer - UPDATE LEADER BOARD

Go back to step 3 SHOW QUSESTION

7.At the end of the game, declare a WINNER.

8. Use CALL OUTS as needed.
BIG MOVER- When a player jumps up the leaderboard
BRUTAL QUESTION- When most players guess wrong
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CROWD TRIVIA

INTRO

1. Turn screen ON
Host intros game.
-Test buttons
“To get to the gameboard
our players will need to
earn some turns. We do
that in a game we like to that in a game we like to 
call... Captain Obvious”
Let’s go earn some turns”

2. Switch to
Captain Obvious
 “You will see 4 images, one is obviously  different.
Use your buzzer to stop on the different image.

3. Press PL3. Press PLAY to start  -Play several rounds

4. Switch to
Take-A-Chance

5. Turn on camera/black
to put players in the game

6. Press PLAY to start

Players press their buzzers
to stop the gameboard andto stop the gameboard and
collect fake money

7.  Players can pass turns to “Burn” other players
When all players turns are all gone, go to step 2

8. Play WINNER animation when the winner
is announced

9. Change to a different USB camera if needed
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Take-a-Chance screen

Captain Obvious screen

TAKE-A-CHANCE


